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don Tube. Since this type of map lacks a lot
of additional cartographic information, it has
become also common to show the geometry of
the route as an overlay on a real map, so that
the user is able to locate stations and the trav-
elled route in between.
A dynamic enhancement of this type of map

is the so called Live Map, where, in addition to
the tracks, the positions of the moving vehicles
are drawn in real-time. The position informa-
tion can be gathered either directly from GPS
or indirectly calculated through spatiotempo-
ral interpolation on the given track, like it can
be seen for example at the German “DB Zug-
radar”, www.bahn.de/zugradar (Fig. 1).
A basic requirement for the routing of the

trains is a graph structure of the track network.

1 Introduction

The sector of public transportation is of out-
standing importance for the infrastructure
and thereby for the wealth of a country. Ac-
cording to DESTATIS (2013), approximately 30
million people per day use the public trans-
portation system in Germany. It is obvious
that such a huge and complex network needs
an efficient way to communicate traffic infor-
mation to its users.
Maps play a major role in this task. They

are able to illustrate connections between dif-
ferent means of transport in a way that every
user is able to understand quickly. In most cas-
es, the connections are shown in a schematic
manner, like the popular route map of the Lon-

Summary:Maps play a major role in communicat-
ing information in the context of public railway
transportation, for instance as route maps. In addi-
tion, the current position of the trains can be shown
on such a map to enrich the information content
(Live Map). For the positioning and routing of the
trains on the track, a graph structure of the traffic
network is necessary. Since railway tracks are
mostly arranged in a parallel manner, it makes
sense to merge the track lines into representative
(centre-)lines, which reduces significantly the
amount of edges and helps to identify possible top-
ological errors in the input data. This work presents
an algorithm which merges track data based on
topological properties, so that branches and cross-
ings can be distinguished. The implementation
uses generalization techniques like an area collapse
operator and methods from computational geome-
try like polygon triangulation. An evaluation shows
that the output graph is capable for routing tasks.

Zusammenfassung: Ein Algorithmus zur Erstel-
lung eines vereinfachten Bahnnetzes durch Gene-
ralisierung. Karten spielen eine wichtige Rolle bei
der Informationskommunikation im Rahmen des
öffentlichen Verkehrs, etwa als Liniennetzplan, auf
dem zusätzlich die aktuelle Position des Verkehrs-
mittels dargestellt wird (Live Map). Um solche Kar-
ten zu erstellen, ist eine routingfähige Graphstruk-
tur der Gleisdaten nötig. Da Gleise meist parallel
verlaufen, ist es sinnvoll, die Gleise zu repräsenta-
tiven Linien zu aggregieren, um die Redundanz zu
verringern und mögliche Topologiefehler der Ein-
gangsdaten zu beheben. In dieser Arbeit wird ein
Algorithmus vorgestellt, der einen Gleisdatensatz
nach topologischen Eigenschaften zusammenfasst.
Der Implementierungsansatz nutzt hierzu Techni-
ken aus dem Bereich der Skelettierung von Polygo-
nen durch Triangulation. Eine abschließende Eva-
luation zeigt, dass das Ergebnis für Routinganwen-
dungen geeignet ist.
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the algorithm, while the single tracks are of
no importance for a macroscopic routing ap-
plication. In addition, users could be irritated
when the Live Map shows a train pulling into
a station on a specific platform, but in reality
this platform was only chosen because it rep-
resents the shortest way in the graph and not
the platform defined in the timetable. Hence, a
transformation into a representative geometry
is desirable in many cases.
In order to handle those issues, the task is

therefore to generalize the redundant tracks
while preserving the topologic relationship. In
the context of generalization, this procedure
can be classified as merging (SHEA & MCMAS-
TER 1989). As a by-product, the use of such an
operator has the possibility to identify and re-
pair incorrect input data. In detail, the follow-
ing requirements are necessary:
● Bundle parallel tracks that belong to the
same transport route and create a graph
with real world coordinates that represents
the approximate centre of the route (Fig. 2)

● Preserve the topology of the input data. In
other words: insert a node at track switches
(Fig. 3), but do not insert a node at cross-
ings, e.g. bridges or tunnels (Fig. 4)

● Repair topological errors in the input data,
so that the network is routable (Fig. 5).

In this paper we present an algorithm that
fulfils these requirements and generates a sim-
plified rail network graph. It combines differ-
ent existing computational geometry meth-
ods such as buffering and skeletonisation and
uses in addition a new technique called Track
Tracing.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Sec-

tion 2 gives a brief overview over other top-
ics that are related to the current problem. In

The nodes of this graph thus have real world
coordinates, so that the correct geometry of
the tracks can be shown. Such a graph struc-
ture is necessary for different tasks: the edges
can be used to interpolate an approximation
of the current position of the train when posi-
tion signals are available only at discrete sur-
vey stations along the track, and a routing on
the graph can be used to determine the com-
plete route of a train. In some Live Map ap-
plications, this route can be highlighted when
desired by the user (like the red line in the ex-
ample of Fig. 1 shows).
A trivial solution to obtain a track graph is

to use raw track data without any modifica-
tion, that is, the line data of the tracks sim-
ply converted into a graph structure without
any further processing. In fact, many Live
Map applications at present use such an un-
processed data basis.
Track datasets for this purpose can be ob-

tained either from official sources (like rail
operators or transport associations) or derived
from volunteered geographical information
(VGI), accessible through portals like Open-
StreetMap (OSM). Unfortunately, depending
on the quality of the input data, one cannot be
sure that the obtained track data is topolog-
ically correct, i.e. that line endings are con-
nected properly. If this basic condition is not
fulfilled, a routing will lead to unexpected er-
rors, such as confusing detours or no possible
connection at all. Especially when VGI is used
as input data the quality cannot be ensured, so
that an additional check is recommended.
Furthermore, it is apparent that railway

tracks are mostly arranged in a parallel man-
ner. If the whole track network is used for a
routing application, a significant redundancy
of track information is present that slows down

Fig. 1: Screenshot of the Live Map “DB Zugradar”. Source: www.bahn.de/zugradar (24.6.2014)
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old (we used an empirical value of 0.75 m), a
node pair is marked as erroneous. The result
of this systematic analysis showed that the raw
railway track data in the region of Germany
seems very suitable for the purpose of rout-
ing: in 175,000 nodes only 44 errors have been
detected, corresponding to an error probabil-
ity of ~ 0.03%. Certainly, for more accurate
results a more sophisticated analysis is neces-
sary since not every error type is covered in
this test.
In terms of line network generalization,

most previous work focuses also on road net-
works. A common approach is the principle
of good continuation proposed by THOMSON &
RICHARDSON (1999). In this work, a road net-
work is grouped into linear elements called
strokes, which represents a chain of road sec-
tions which have a good continuation. Based
on this technique, THOM (2005) presents a
method to collapse dual carriageways into a
single centre line. Unfortunately, since rail-
way vehicles have a huge turning radius, near-
ly all rail tracks have a relatively good con-
tinuation which makes this principle not ap-
plicable.
A topic that also deals with line merging is

the map inference from movement trajecto-
ries. One of the main research topics in this
field is the construction of a road map by pro-
cessing vehicle tracking data. Due to the un-
certainty of GPS measurements, trajectories

section 3, the algorithm is presented. Further-
more, in section 4 results of the process are
shown. Section 5 discusses the evaluation of
the results with a test routing. Finally, section
6 provides the conclusion and directions for
future work.

2 Related Work

The generation of a routable graph network
from line data without further simplification
is a fairly simple task since it is sufficient to
treat all vertices as nodes and add the cor-
responding line connections as edges to the
graph. Problems may only arise when the in-
put data is somehow flawed. NEIS et al. (2011)
discovered that the amount of topological er-
rors at street connections in OpenStreetMap
has declined rapidly in the past several years.
Nevertheless, the street topology is not

flawless, so that an additional data preparation
is still necessary.
However, most articles focus on street or

pedestrian routing, whereas a routing on rail-
way tracks or the quality of its geometry is not
examined. Due to the lack of such measure-
ments, we checked the topological integrity
of railway track data from OpenStreetMap by
a simple check of the distance between every
node and its nearest neighbour. If the distance
is greater than zero and above a certain thresh-

Fig. 2: Task: Bundle parallel tracks.

Fig. 3: Task: Insert a node at track route
branches.

Fig. 4: Task: No node insertion at crossings.

Fig. 5: Task: Handle topologic errors in the
input dataset.
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In detail, the algorithm consists of the fol-
lowing four steps, which are explained more
in detail in the course of this section:
1) buffering of the tracks and amalgamation of
all buffer polygons,

2) removal of holes,
3) triangulation of the buffer polygon,
4) creating the skeleton in consideration of the
underlying tracks.
Optionally, point information, e.g. stations,

can be added in a fifth step by a map matching
operation to enable station-to-station routing.
Due to the limited space, this step is not cov-
ered in this article.

3.1 Buffering of the Tracks

In the first step, a buffer operation is per-
formed on every track segment of the input
data. The buffer width has to be defined man-
ually by the user – the smaller the distance
value is chosen, the more single tracks will
be created in the output dataset. A big value
corresponds thereby to a more generalised re-
sult. In the experiments, a typical buffer dis-
tance of 12 m was selected in order to span all
neighbouring tracks, which corresponds to
the tripled value of the normal track distance
of 4 m. Subsequently, all buffer polygons are
amalgamated into one large polygon, respec-
tively multipolygon in the case of an incoher-
ent track network, with holes.

3.2 Removal of Holes

In areas with a high track density and many
parallel tracks, e.g. at marshalling yards or
big stations, some holes may occur in the to-
tal polygon when the gap between two tracks
is slightly higher than the chosen buffer dis-
tance in step one. Those holes lead to disrup-
tive splits in the resulting graph, because an
output line will be created on both sides of the
hole. This effect can be avoided by a removal
of holes which have a size smaller than a de-
fined threshold. The threshold size has to be
chosen carefully – too big values may destroy
useful information while small values lead to
many forks in the graph. In practice, values
between 4000 m2 and 10000 m2 have lead to

are mostly scattered around the true move-
ment path. A reasonable way to infer a road
network is therefore the creation of a centre-
line of all trajectories belonging to a common
street segment, which is also a form of a merg-
ing operation.
One approach to achieve this goal using k-

means clustering is presented by EDELKAMP
& SCHRÖDL (2003). In the work of LEE et al.
(2007), similar trajectories are detected and
grouped in order to derive a representative
trajectory for common parts, which is close to
the problem investigated in this paper. Anoth-
er inspiring idea comes from CAO & KRUMM
(2009), who simulate physical attraction be-
tween the trajectories. ZHANG et al. (2010)
describe a method to extract a centreline out
of GPS traces with perpendicular lines using
fuzzy c-means clustering in order to separate
close roads. BIAGIONI & ERIKSSON (2012) pre-
sent a map inference pipeline similar to the
workflow described in this paper. First, a ker-
nel density estimation (KDE) is applied on the
raw GPS traces, which produces a density ras-
ter. Subsequently, a gray-scale skeletonisation
is used to derive the road centrelines.
However, car trajectories differ in some

characteristics from railway track data. Tra-
jectories have measurement errors, while a
track derived from a map is assumed to have
the correct coordinates. Also, single lines are
often treated as outliers in a car trajectory anal-
ysis and are thus neglected, but a single railway
track has to be preserved. These differences
reveal the requirement of a new algorithm.

3 Merging Operator

The basic concept of the proposed simplifica-
tion operator is the merging of tracks which
are located close to each other while preserv-
ing the underlying topological information
of the traffic routes. In order to carry out this
task, a kind of morphological operation is per-
formed: At first, the tracks are buffered (Di-
lation), and subsequently the buffered area is
transformed back to a line (Erosion), which
corresponds to the Closing operation. The ma-
jor challenge – which is also different from
conventional skeleton approaches – is the
preservation of the topological relations.
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2) repairing topology errors,
3) analysis of the track connectivity,
4) inserting connection lines,
5) at interior triangles: track tracing.

Track search

In order to detect the underlying topology of
the tracks, the first step is the retrieval of the
affected track data in the area of the currently
processed triangle. To avoid a wrong connec-
tivity analysis, it is necessary to cut the tracks
at the triangle edges.

Repairing topology errors

Depending on the quality of the input data,
topological errors like not correctly connect-
ed track segments may occur in the input data
and can lead to gross errors in the output data.
They can be detected by measuring the dis-
tance and angle difference between track line
endings and/or vertices – if the distance is
very small and the track segments have an ap-
proximately similar direction, an error may be
present. It can be repaired by connecting the
separated nodes.

Analysis of the connectivity

The topologically clean tracks are then inves-
tigated with regard to the connectivity. Fig. 6
shows exemplarily three possible track con-
stellations in a triangle:
a) two tracks simply pass the triangle,
b) a track merges (Branch),
c) a trac splits (Branch).
The connectivity analysis contains mainly

the partition of the tracks into distinct track
sets. Distinct means that a track set has no
connection to another track set.

good results, depending on the desired level
of detail. For the results shown in this work a
threshold of 7500 m2 was used.

3.3 Triangulation of the Polygon

In order to obtain a line dataset based on the
created polygon, an area collapse mechanism
is needed which returns the skeleton of the
polygon. Several different approaches for a
skeletonisation exist in the literature. A good
overview is given for example by HAUNERT &
SESTER (2008).
For the algorithm presented in this paper it

is required to use the method of skeletonisa-
tion by polygon triangulation, as proposed by
CHITHAMBARAM et al. (1991). A brief descrip-
tion of the procedure is given in section 3.4.
The triangulation itself is based on a con-

strained Delaunay triangulation of the poly-
gon, where triangles outside the polygon are
removed. The more homogeneous the trian-
gles are shaped, the smoother the skeleton
gets. Therefore, the algorithm uses a Con-
forming Delaunay Triangulation, where addi-
tional Steiner Points are inserted into the poly-
gon edges. For further details we refer to BERN
& EPPSTEIN (1992).

3.4 Creation of the Skeleton

A conventional skeleton based on a triangu-
lated polygon is created by an analysis of the
triangles and distinguishes two types of tri-
angles: Normal triangles (1) have at least one
common edge with the polygon boundary,
while interior triangles (2) have no edge co-
incident with the polygon and occur on junc-
tions. The skeleton edge is then created for
every triangle by linking the midpoints of the
interior triangle edges. When triangles of type
(2) are processed, a centre point of the triangle
is inserted and linked with all three midpoints
of the triangle edges.
In contrast to a conventional skeleton op-

eration, the proposed algorithm uses also the
topologic relations from the original tracks.
All triangles are processed iteratively and the
following steps are executed:
1) track search,

Fig. 6: Examples of different track
constellations in a triangle, green: input edge,
red: output edge.
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essary until the decision between branch and
crossing can be made. Fig. 7 shows the case of
a branch where the tracks meet a few triangles
further (labelled with 3). In contrast, Fig. 8 il-
lustrates a crossing where the four tracks of
the route from top left to the bottom right do
not have a common node with the two tracks
of the other route until they diverge again in
the triangle labelled with 3.
The proceeding of the track tracing is as

follows. At first, all three edges of the start-
ing triangle are classified as input or output
edge. Usually, a starting triangle has two in-
put edges and one output edge where all tracks
from both input edges converge, as shown in
Fig. 6b. In rare cases it can happen that this
assumption is not fulfilled, e.g. when there are
direct connections between all three edges. In
this case, a tracing is not possible and the al-
gorithm only inserts output edges between the
corresponding intersection points.
In all other cases, the following loop is ex-

ecuted:
1) Label distinct track sets All distinct track
sets that intersect the same input edge are
grouped into a route track set (RTS). This
holds also if new tracks accrue during the
loop.

2) Go to the neighbouring triangle(s) at the
output edge(s) and group the underlying
tracks to the RTS.

3) Check for connections All RTS are checked
among each other if a connection exists.
If so, a branch is present and the RTS are
united. If desired by the user, RTS can also
be united due to a certain similarity, e.g.
if the angle difference and/or distance be-
tween the RTS are below a certain thresh-
old.

4) Insert output edges between the intersec-
tion centres of the RTS at the triangle edg-
es. Old output edges in the current triangle
are removed and overwritten unless a Col-
lision exit is present, see below.

5) Check the stop criteria
○ Branch exit: Only one RTS remains due
to a branch

○ Crossing exit: Two RTS leave the trian-
gle through two different output edges

○ Collision exit: The current triangle is the
end of a tracing from the opposite direc-
tion.

Inserting connection lines

This information is now used to determine
the necessary connection lines in the output
graph. In most cases like in Fig. 6a, this is a
trivial task where just the centres of track in-
tersections at two triangle edges are connect-
ed. The only exception occurs at interior tri-
angles, which marks the initial situation for a
track tracing.

Track tracing

Since it is not possible to distinguish branch-
es from crossings in just one single triangle, it
is necessary to trace the tracks further until a
proof is found that the tracks that are coming
from different triangle edges merge (Branch)
or divide without any common node in be-
tween (Crossing). For such a tracing, the tri-
angle structure provides a good frame condi-
tion since the calculations can thus be locally
limited.
An interior triangle of type (2) always

marks the start of a tracing function if all three
edges are crossed by tracks. An example can
be seen in Figs. 7 and 8: The green interior
triangle labelled with 1 has different tracks
crossing each triangle edge, thus a track trac-
ing over the triangles labelled with 2 is nec-

Fig. 7: Branch of two rail routes.

Fig. 8: Crossing of two rail routes.
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5 Evaluation

Besides the examination of the visual appear-
ance, the results were evaluated concerning
the topological correctness and routing abil-
ity. The topological correctness of a processed
German-wide track network obtained from
OSMwas estimated by an automatic check for
node connections (see Related Work for more
information about the test configuration). It
yielded only two errors out of 28.528 tested
node pairs, which is a rather good result that
indicates a highly reliable quality of the topol-
ogy. On the contrary, it shows also that the al-
gorithm does not work faultlessly since errors

Otherwise, if two or more RTS leave
through an output edge, continue with
step 1.

The track tracing is in principle able to han-
dle an arbitrary number of traced RTS simul-
taneously. Note that care is necessary when
a new tracing overwrites an old tracing but
stops at an earlier triangle compared to the old
tracing – in this case, the output edges may not
match at the triangle edge.
Since the output edges only span the based

triangle and are thus relatively short, it is use-
ful to connect those fragments in a final step
to create longer polylines.

4 Results

The following examples show the result of
processing a German-wide railway dataset
obtained from OpenStreetMap. For the cal-
culation, only standard tracks have been used
excluding tracks in marshalling and mainte-
nance yards. In Fig. 12 the result network is
visualized as a red line on top of an Open-
StreetMap background in the area of the main
station in Hamburg. It can be seen that the
parallel running railway tracks in OSM have
been replaced by one single line which follows
approximately the medial axis of the tracks.
Fig. 9 shows exemplarily the output of pro-

cessing a branch with several tracks. Here,
the original railway tracks are drawn in or-
ange and the output line is overlaid in blue.
Fig. 10 shows a more complex track junction
near Kreiensen, Germany, where the original
topology is also preserved correctly. In this
special case, the stop criterion was a Collision
exitwhere the central part was processed from
the left side as well as from the right side.
In general, however, it is not always pos-

sible to generate a visually attractive appear-
ance in addition to topological correctness.
Such visual drawbacks mostly occur at big
marshalling yards or junctions with more than
three track routes converging, as the complex
example of Saarbrücken (Fig. 11) shows. Al-
though the topology of the blue output graph
is correct, the visual appearance is not satisfy-
ing due to many successive track tracings with
overwriting the existing output.

Fig. 9: Example of a simple branch.

Fig. 10: Example of a more complex branch in
Kreiensen, Germany.

Fig. 11: Example of a very complex track field
near Saarbrücken, Germany.
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The result: both the visual inspection of the
route and the speed check yielded no problems
– all trains could take the assumed route with
an appropriate speed.
When processing large datasets, time and

memory complexity is an important aspect as
it describes how much the time- and memory
usage grows with increasing input size. The
theoretical complexity mainly determined by
the buffering and union steps is O (n log n).
The memory and time usage was determined
experimentally. Thereby a near-linear behav-
iour of both time and memory usage was ob-
served. In our case, the calculation of small
datasets (~ 14.000 line segments) took approx-
imately 3 minutes, whereas the whole German
railway network (~ 130.000 line segments) re-
quired approximately 40 minutes (CPU: Xeon
E5 processor with 2,4 GHz).
A drawback in terms of calculation time is

the dependence of the processing direction of
the tracks; that is, different input datasets re-
sult in a different geometry of the output data,
even in regions where the original data is con-
gruent. Thus, a tile based partition of the input
data in order to parallelize the computation is
not directly possible.

6 Conclusion

In this work we presented a new algorithm to
derive a routable rail network from detailed
railway track data in consideration of the to-

may still appear in rare cases. In various other
experiments with different parameter settings,
such errors occurred particularly at helical
tunnels or huge marshalling yards.
In order to verify the result with respect to

the routing ability, it is not sufficient to check
only node connections, because other topo-
logical errors can as well significantly influ-
ence the routing and may result in large de-
tours of the routed trains. Hence, a test routing
was carried out. The basis for the test routing
was:
● Railway track data from OSM
● Station coordinates from OSM
● Timetable information, accessed at
www.bahn.de
www.der-metronom.de

The routing itself was executed by the rout-
ing algorithm of the HAFAS journey planner
from HaCon. A total of 4 relations in north-
ern Germany have been tested and analyzed
(Fig. 13). The evaluation was carried out in
two ways: on the one hand manually by vis-
ual inspection of the route between the start
and end nodes, and on the other hand by cal-
culating the needed train speed between the
stations. If the calculated speed of a train rises
to unrealistic values, e.g. above 200 km/h for
local trains, it can be assumed that this error
comes from a topological issue in the routing
dataset. The train has to take a detour and thus
a longer distance, but the travel time keeps the
same, which results in a higher speed.

Fig. 12: Output railway network in the area of Hamburg, Germany (background: OpenStreetMap).
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thus to preserve the topology of the original
track network.
Different evaluation approaches like a test

routing indicate a very good quality in terms
of topological correctness and routing ability
of the output graph. The visual appearance
of the resulting representative lines is rather
good in most cases, although some complex

pology of the input tracks. The algorithm uses
different methods of geometry type change
(buffer operation and dimensional collapse)
in order to create a representative line of the
track routes. The core of the operator is a track
tracing mechanism based on triangles in order
to distinguish branches from crossings and

Fig. 13: Routed relations in northern Germany, based on a processed OSM dataset.
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junctions may result in a confusing output
line constellation. At this point, the visual ap-
pearance could benefit from an additional post
processing which preserves the topology.
A drawback of the presented method is

though the dependence of the processing di-
rection, which complicates a parallelization of
the computation. For this purpose, approach-
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parts (see e.g. THIEMANN et al. 2013).
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